
Cigarettes machines

Argos 10

	Wherever cigarette sales require a machine with an elegant,
discreet design, the Argos series is the ideal solution. The
pleasant simplicity of its exterior finish makes it a stylish
component of any environment.

	Its structure is designed for maximum storage capacity, while
rugged construction and the best vandal-proof closing system
available offer maximum security.

	Compatible with all of Jofemar's technical advances in the
vending industry, such as telemetry, it provides maximum
reliability against fraud and protection against sales to minors.
Thanks to these and many other features, this machine will
give you the best tobacco sales service for your customers.

Capacity

	Selection buttons: 48

	- 4 Channels for 33 packets each 
	- 3 Channels for 20 packets each.
	- 3 Channels for 10 packets each.
	- Total: 222 packets
	 

Technical characteristics

	- Vertical channel storage and delivery for easier restocking.
	- Graphic display with animations, graphics and text. Updatable to by USB.
	- Channel-independent out-of-product detection.
	- Continuous operational self-testing.
	- Optional sales disabling systems for control of access by minors, in tune with current legislative trends in various countries.
	- Max. Power compsumption 40 Watts.
	 

Dimensions and weight

	- Dimensions 1600 x 785 x 435 mm
	- Weight: 60kg
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Structure

	- 1.5 mm steel-plate cabinet with anti-corrosion and rust-proofing system
	- Vandal-proof closing system with three anchoring points and internal plate.
	- Large capacity vault with lock and optional self-blocking system when extracted.
	- Back-lit advertising panel, selection keypad and product collection box lightened by leds.
	- Spill-resistant keypad
	- Integrated casters for easy transportation
	 

Cash-credit management

	- Jofemar coin mech with 5 coin return tubes for 5 different coin values 
	- Fraud-proof coin validator with coin annalisys parameters for diameter, metallic composition, magnetism and antifishing integrated.
	- Optional bill reader.

Programming and management

	- General price and option programming using a pushbutton inside the machine
	- Programming using a portable terminal Easy-Flash, with machine cloning options, machines database creation and accountancies
data gathering.
	- Optional telemetry and remote programming of prices and operating functions
	- Dynamic programming of keys and channels, allowing for different button and product channel links
	 

Options

	- Telemetry modem for connection to the software Vending Track. Allows for remote programming of prices and working settings, also
gives real time alarms for out of product.
	- Multiple channels for greater product diversity
	- Bill reader.
	- Access lock for labels change.
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